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Harvard University Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, In Doubt: The Psychology of
the Criminal Justice Process, Dan Simon, The criminal justice process is unavoidably human. Police
detectives, witnesses, suspects, and victims shape the course of investigations, while prosecutors,
defense attorneys, jurors, and judges affect the outcome of adjudication. In this sweeping review of
psychological research, Dan Simon shows how flawed investigations can produce erroneous
evidence and why well-meaning juries send innocent people to prison and set the guilty free. The
investigator's task is genuinely difficult and prone to bias. This often leads investigators to draw
faulty conclusions, assess suspects' truthfulness incorrectly, and conduct coercive interrogations
that can lead to false confessions. Eyewitnesses' identification of perpetrators and detailed
recollections of criminal events rely on cognitive processes that are often mistaken and can easily
be skewed by the investigative procedures used. In the courtroom, jurors and judges are ill-equipped
to assess the accuracy of testimony, especially in the face of the heavy-handed rhetoric and strong
emotions that crimes arouse. Simon offers an array of feasible ways to improve the accuracy of
criminal investigations and trials. While the limitations of human cognition will always be an
obstacle, these reforms can enhance...
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A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking
at a composed pdf.
-- Elea nor e Er nser-- Elea nor e Er nser

The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV
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